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Season 3, Episode 3
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Legs



With a new day breaking, Officer Howell makes a gruesome discovery. Dr. Nathan takes action against medical official Garvey. Ricardo and Hughes have a brief confrontation that results in a reprimand. Said's attorney brings good news and a special delivery. Richie Hanlon explains to Shirley Bellinger why he's on death row. New prisoner Stanislofsky joins the fold. Each group in Oz prepares their boxer for upcoming matches. Hill returns from testifying against Coyle, and the jury's still out as to whether or not that was the smartest move. Said solicits assistance from Nappa, Schillinger and Guerra. Nappa turns over control to Pancamo after discovering he has a debilitating illness.
Quest roles:
Tim Hopper(Rick Donn), Jordan Lage, Chuck Zito, Otto Sanchez, Milo O’Shea, Patrick Breen, Carl DiMaggio, Anne Meara, Uta Hagen, Jaime Tirelli, Fred Koehler, Irma St. Paule, George Aguilar


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
28 July 1999, 22:00
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